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About This Game

A rebellion has taken place at a remote military base on Mars. The facility specialized in the research and development of
autonomous weaponized robots. The most advanced robots were able to seize control of the entire base. All military and civilian
personnel are presumed killed in action. Your mission is to retake the base by force. You must eliminate the leaders of the rebel

army and destroy anything that stands in your way.

Features
• Ares Omega is a top-down rogue-lite shooter.

• Procedurally generated levels means that no run will ever be the same.
• Progress your character and learn 45 different skills across 3 different skill trees.

• Find and unlock over 50 different weapons.
• At the beginning of each run you can equip your character with new gear that is bought with credits acquired during previous

runs.
• The game culminates in 4 epic boss battles against Enyo, Deimos, Phobos, and the final boss Ares Omega.
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it's♥♥♥♥♥♥if you have the first one there is almost no defernce only thing new that the old one doesnt should just be a update
to the old one and its the dumb steam workshop. waste of money. Fun and easy to 100% Its a short and relaxing game where you
have to get the blue circle onto the green platform and keep it there for a few seconds, it has nice Achievements, Trading Cards
and also contains a Free DLC!!!. I hope I don't wake up tomorrow.. Rooms: The Main Building was one my favourite Childhood
Games <3
Extra-ordinary Sliding puzzles and Good music :)
If you Like Point&Click Puzzles then this is the Right Game for you !. All these negative reviews for a game that costs less then
a meal at McDonalds. The game is exactly what one would expect from such a low cost game. It is not one of these cash-grab
type of strategy\/sim game. In fact with some added and needed tool tips, expanded purchasing options, and a bit more
flexibility it could be a really great simulation game.

The strategy involved is engaging, but you will have to play at least two times to grasp the concepts. Essentially, you are trying to
figure out where to make the most money. When you have a market segment to yourself and no competition, you will do well.
However, as the game progresses you begin competing with other companies for passengers along routes other carriers have.
You will have to be smart, watch connecting flights, and be sure your planes are giving you a good rating. Additionally,
sometimes the biggest planes aren't the best for certain routes. Sometimes multiple small planes will net you a larger sum of
cash.

There is no tutorial worthy of mentioning. So you will be dropped into a game unsure how its components interact and unsure
what the point of it all is. There is however an actual strategy to the game once you discover it.. Played this game as a kid and I
loved it, and I still do.. I really really really REALLY want to enjoy this game, because I love the Mega Man games and this art
style.
The character art looks good, sounds and music is great.
The controls are quite good.

But the game is atrociously balanced.
Some stages are a breeze, some stages are just ridiculous and the bosses are excessively difficult.
And it's not a "l2play gitgud" issue, there is no way to get good when you only have like 3 lives to spend on a boss before you
have to start over from the beginning.

This game could be great if they'd just tone down the difficulty.
I've played through a lot of difficult games - eg: Dark Souls 1-3 without any problems, because they are well balanced - this
game isn't.

This is the only game where I've just ragequit out of frustration and annoyance, and it saddens me.

So I can't really recommend it to anyone who isn't Asian. ��
:FeelsBadMan:. The other reviews are on point with this game so make sure to check out their thoughts too. Building off of
those reviews, Oure is a very relaxing little game that can be completed in 1 sitting or in 2 to 3 depending if you want to explore
everywhere (took me 5 and a half hours). The game has a pleasent story along with wonderful music. If you've played Journey,
Abzu, and Rime then I believe this game is for you! :). Holy resused content. This is not somthign that shoudl be sold as 10$
This added such a small amount of content not even new bosses for Risky, some of the levels were a bit different but man, what
a let down, wait for it to go on sale, or go talk to your seafaring uncle
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Really fun game. Playing with friends, sometimes a match is serious and tense, other times there so many hijinx we just laugh
through an entire round. The fact ONE PERSON made this is insane. Great job.. This game is pretty awful, here are the main
things I experianced while playing:

+ has Trading card support

+/- Not impossible to beat the levels, but you'll probably get bored of it before you do

+/- Translation errors are hilarious

- Terrible music is repetitive and painfully high pitched

- Awful sound effects sound like a cat walking on a piano

- Subpar artwork

- Gameplay is repetitive even for a puzzle game

Over all this game is really bad, its sad to see a game with such low effort involved, I would have liked to at least have seen
something more compareable to Hunie Pop.

 I got this basically for nothing so trading cards are something I guess... but I wouldn't spend money on this. This game really is
amazing. Admittedly I'm only a few levels in, but this is easily the most fun I've had in any of the 140+ VR games in my Steam
library.

Decent graphics, and the physics seem spot on. I did notice that Axel's apartment room has no door. Perhaps that is why he
seems so glum?

Not a single bug in sight so far. The only negative is how sweaty my Vive gets when playing HGVR:BAR!!

Thoroughly recommended.. honestly dont mind a bit of farming, especially when i dont have to leave the house. Great game!
My little brother and I play this game for hours. Game has been dead since the summer. Save your money until the devs become
active again. It's sad to see this happen but Myth still exists and people play, I recommend that for now still.. boring game every
puzzles are almost the same over and over lasers mirrors and opening doors. Depth of field and combat are an actual sin on
humanity and all its accomplishments. Waste of time and money.. What a dud. The entirety of the game consists of a half-dozen
or so actions that are repeated over and over to earn points to repeat those half-dozen actions more often to earn points to repeat
more actions to buy more equipment and planes to repeat more actions.

It's like Ground Hog's Day, except not funny.. is like golf that i would play whn i wos little but now it is on computer and i have
many enjoyable time with friends but its not golf with ur friends its golf it which i suppose are on par with each other its just
that my friends got it when it was onn sale and cheaper than the other its just that you will have fun no matter which 1 u get
aslong as u have the frend s with u 2 play together just make sure u have the same one as all ur frends or else they canyt play
with u and ull have 2 get two of basicly the same gaem.
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